Electrohysterographic conduction velocity estimation.
Monitoring and analysis of the fetal-heart and the uterine-muscle activity, referred to as electrohysterogram (EHG), is essential to permit timely treatment during pregnancy. While remarkable progress is reported for monitoring of the fetal cardiac activity, the EHG measurement and interpretation remains challenging, and limited knowledge is available on the underlying physiological processes. In particular, little attention has been paid to the analysis of the EHG propagation, whose characteristics might indicate the presence of coordinated uterine contractions leading to intrauterine pressure increase. Therefore, this study focuses for the first time on the noninvasive estimation of the conduction velocity of EHG action potentials by means of multichannel EHG recording and surface high-density electrodes. A maximum likelihood algorithm, initially proposed for skeletal-muscle electromyog-raphy, is modified for the required EHG analysis. The use of clustering and weighting is introduced to deal with poor signal similarity between different channels. The presented methods were evaluated by specific simulations, proving the combination of weighting and clustering to be the most accurate method. A preliminary EHG measurement during labor confirmed the feasibility of the method. An extensive clinical validation will however be necessary to optimize the method and assess the relevance of the EHG conduction velocity for pregnancy monitoring.